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Charlotte Link, born in
Frankfurt am Main, is the
most successful
contemporary German
author. Her crime novels
are international
bestsellers. Her latest books
The Decision and The Search
once again conquered the
Spiegel bestselling list. In
Germany alone, more than
30 million copies of her
books have been sold so far.
Her novels have been
translated into numerous
languages.

Several missing girls, a dead body high
up in the moors, and apparently not
one single clue …
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High up in the moors of northern England a body is found – of
14-year-old Saskia Morris, who disappeared a year previously.
Not long afterwards, another girl goes missing – Amelie
Goldsby, also 14 years old. The police in Scarborough are
worried: is there a serial murderer at work here? The media
are quick to dub the perpetrator the "Killer on the moors",
increasing the pressure on Chief Inspector Caleb Hale.
Detective Sergeant Kate Linville from Scotland Yard is also in
the area to sell her former family home. She happens to make
the acquaintance of Amelie's utterly distraught family and
without really wanting to takes part in investigations in a
drama that seems to have neither a beginning nor an end.
And then suddenly another girl disappears without trace …
Press
"Insidious, unfathomable, multilayered, and simply good."
Brigitte
"Once again pure suspense from the queen of crime,
Charlotte Link!" Hannoversche Allgemeine Zeitung
"This is not a single page to long. Sophisticated and
captivating." Dresdner Morgenpost
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